Memory for verbal and spatial information as a function of age.
The present study investigated whether there is a differential decline with age in verbal and spatial memory, by measuring the ability of 24 young (mean age = 18.8) and 24 elderly (mean age = 69.5) subjects to remember verbal and spatial information under identical task conditions. Subjects recalled either the identities or spatial locations of seven letters arranged randomly within a 5 x 5 grid. To determine whether subjects actually encoded the verbal and spatial characteristics of the array differently, verbal and spatial interference tasks were administered during the retention interval. Results showed that the memory decrement in the elderly was not greater for the spatial aspects of the stimulus array than for its verbal aspects. Thus, there was no evidence for a greater decline with age in spatial memory than in verbal memory. Limited support was found for the utility of the selective interference paradigm to demonstrate separate and independent verbal and spatial memory codes.